Abstract. Whereas formal verification of timed systems has become a very active field of research, the idealized mathematical semantics of timed automata cannot be faithfully implemented. Recently, several works have studied a parametric semantics of timed automata related to implementability: if the specification is met for some positive value of the parameter, then there exists a correct implementation. In addition, the value of the parameter gives lower bounds on sufficient resources for the implementation. In this work, we present a symbolic algorithm for the computation of the parametric reachability set under this semantics for flat timed automata. As a consequence, we can compute the largest value of the parameter for a timed automaton to be safe.
digital CPU which, every δ P time units (at most), reads the value of the digital clock (updated every δ L time units), computes the values of the guards, and fires one of the available transitions. A timed automaton is then said to be implementable if there exist positive values for those parameters (δ P and δ L ) for which, under this new semantics, the behaviours of the automaton satisfy its specification. In order to study it efficiently, this semantics is over-approximated by the AASAP semantics, which consists in "enlarging" the constraints on the clocks by some parameter δ. For instance, "x ra, bs" is transformed into "x ra ¡ δ, b δs". Moreover, a formal link is drawn in [DDR05] between these two semantics: as soon as δ ¡ 4δ P 3δ L , the AASAP semantics simulates the semantics of the implementation. As a consequence, implementability can be ensured by establishing the existence of some positive δ for which the AASAP semantics meets the specification.
Robustness problems. We call the above problem (existence of some positive δ) the qualitative problem of robustness. This problem was proven decidable for different kind of properties: the problem is PSPACE-complete for safety properties [Pur00, DDMR08] and LTL formula [BMR06] . It is EXPTIME-complete for a fragment of the timed logic MTL [BMR08] . In addition, for safety properties, it is proven in [Pur00, DDMR08] that if there exists a safe positive value of δ, then the system is also safe for a specific value of the form 1{2 |A| . While this allows to deduce a correct value for the parameter δ, computing the largest value of δ for which the AASAP semantics meets the specification was still an open problem. We are interested here in this last problem, which we call the quantitative problem of robustness for safety properties.
Our contributions. In this paper, we prove that the quantitative robustness problem for safety properties is decidable for flat timed automata (i.e. where each location belongs to at most one cycle). In addition, we show that the maximal safe value of δ is a rational number. To this end, we solve a more general problem: we prove that it is possible to compute the parametric reachability set for flat timed automata, and present a forward algorithm based on parametric zones (constraints on clocks). As a parametric forward analysis does not terminate for (flat) timed automata, we need some acceleration techniques. To solve the qualitative robustness problem, different algorithms have been proposed in [Pur00, DDMR08, DK06] which compute an enlarged reachability set corresponding to states reachable for any positive perturbation, and include an acceleration of cycles. The algorithm we propose can be understood as a parametric version of the symbolic algorithm proposed in [DK06] for flat timed automata. We then tackle two issues: the termination of our procedure and its correction. For the first aspect, as we are in a parametric setting, we need completely new arguments of termination (the number of parametric zones we compute cannot be bounded as it is the case for zones). Considering a graph representation of zones introduced in [CJ99a] , we obtain proofs of termination depending only on the number of clocks, and not on the constants appearing in the automaton. Up to our knowledge, this constitutes an original approach in the context of timed automata. Regarding correctness, we identify under which conditions the enlarged reachability set coincides with the standard reachability set, and propose a modification of the algorithm to obtain the computation of the parametric reachability set (and not of the parametric enlarged reachability set).
Related work. Since its definition in [Pur00, DDR05] , the approach based on the AASAP semantics has received much attention, and other kind of perturbations, like the drift of clocks, have been studied [DDMR08, ALM05, Dim07] . In the case of safety properties and under some natural assumptions, this perturbation is equivalent to constraint enlargement and relies on similar techniques, as proved in [DDMR08] . Also, several works have considered variants of the robustness problem. In [SF07, SFK08] , the case of systems with bounded life-time or regular resynchronization of clocks is considered, while in [Dim07], a symbolic algorithm is proposed to handle strict constraints.
Many other notions of "robustness" have been proposed in the literature in order to relax the mathematical idealization of the semantics of timed automata [GHJ97,OW03,BBB 07]. Those approaches are different from ours, since they roughly consist in dropping "isolated" or "unlikely" executions, and are thus more related to language theoretical issues than to implementability issues.
Finally, our work is somewhat related to parametric timed automata. It is proven in [WT99] that emptiness is already undecidable for timed automata with three clocks and one parameter. In our setting, decidability results follow from strong restrictions on the use of the parameter. They correspond to the notion of upper parameter introduced in [HRSV02] , but the problems we consider are different. In addition, to obtain termination, we introduce acceleration techniques based on [CJ99a] . Two recent works [BIL06, BIK10] also rely on [CJ99a] to propose acceleration techniques, but these concern parametric flat counter automata, and their parameter takes its values in natural numbers. Organisation of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce standard definitions. We present in Section 3 the definition of the enlarged reachability set, and a modification of the algorithm of [DK06] for its computation. In Section 4, we first recall the graph representation of constraints, then present how we use it to obtain a new acceleration technique, and finally we present our parametric algorithm and its proof of termination and of correction.
Definitions

Timed Automata, Zones
Let X tx 1 , . . . , x n u be a finite set of clock variables. We extend it with a fictive clock x 0 , whose value will always be 0, and denote X the set X tx 0 u. An atomic (clock) constraint on X is of the form x ¡ y¤k, where x $ y X and k Q. Note that we only consider non-strict inequalities. This makes sense as we will later enlarge these constraints. We say that the constraint is non-diagonal if the comparison involves the clock x 0 . We denote by GpX q (resp. G nd pXq) the set of (clock) constraints (resp. nondiagonal constraints) defined as conjunctions of atomic constraints (resp. non-diagonal atomic constraints).
A
and t R ¥0 , we write v t for the valuation assigning vpxq t to every clock x X . If r X , vrr Ð 0s denotes the valuation assigning 0 to every clock in r and vpxq to every clock in X zr. Whether a valuation v R X ¥0 satisfies a constraint g GpX q, written v | ù g, is defined inductively as follows: the conjunction is handled naturally, and v | ù x ¡ y¤k iff vpxq ¡ vpyq¤k (recall that vpx 0 q 0). The set of valuations satisfying a constraint g is denoted g .
A zone Z over X is a convex subset of R X ¥0 which can be defined as the set of valuations satisfying a clock constraint, i.e. there exists g GpX q such that Z g . We note ZonespX q the set of zones on X . The zone R X ¥0 is denoted t. Definition 1 (Timed Automaton). A TA is a tuple A pL, 0 , X , Σ, T q where L is a finite set of locations, 0 L is an initial location, X is a finite set of clocks, Σ is a finite set of actions, and
We define the semantics of A as a timed transition system A xS, S 0 , Σ, Ñy. Note that standard definitions of timed automata also allow invariants on locations which restrict time elapsing. For the sake of simplicity, we do not consider this technical addition here, however all our results hold in presence of invariants.
A cycle of A is a finite sequence of transitions corresponding to a cycle of the underlying finite state automaton. We say that a timed automaton is flat if each location belongs to at most one cycle. A progress cycle is a cycle where each clock is reset at least once. We say A is progressive if it only contains progress cycles. Assumptions. As our results rely on previous works on robustness in TA [Pur00,DDMR08], we assume that our TA are progressive, and that all the clocks are always bounded by some constant M . In addition, as the algorithm we propose in based on [DK06], we also require our timed automata to be flat.
x 2 :0
with α2, Apδq avoids Bad iff δ¤0.
with α3, Apδq avoids Bad iff δ 1{3. 
Parametric objects
We define the parametric semantics introduced in [Pur00] that enlarges the set of runs of timed automata. This semantics can be defined in terms of timed automata extended with one parameter, denoted ∆, with syntactic constraints on the use of this parameter.
We denote by PGpX q the set of parametric (clock) constraints generated by the grammar 1 g :: g g | x ¡ y¤k b∆, where x $ y X , k Q and b N. Given a parametric constraint g and δ Q ¥0 , we denote by gpδq the constraint obtained by evaluating the parameter ∆ in δ. As the parameter helps in "relaxing" the clock constraint, we have that δ ¤ δ I implies gpδq gpδ I q .
Definition 2 (Parametric Zone). A parametric zone Z over X is a partial mapping from Q ¥0 to zones over X , which satisfies the following properties: piq its domain dompZq is an interval with rational bounds, and piiq it can be defined as the parametric satisfiability set of a parametric clock constraint, i.e. there exists g PGpX q such that for all δ dompZq, Zpδq gpδq . We denote by PZonespX q the set of parametric zones on X .
2
By default the considered domain for a parametric zone is Q ¥0 . Given a rational interval I, we denote Z |I the parametric zone whose domain is restricted to I i.e., dompZ |I q dompZq I, and which coincides with Z on dompZ |I q. Given Z, Z I PZonespX q, we define Z Z I if, and only if, we have dompZq dompZ I q, and for any δ dompZq, Zpδq Z I pδq. We say that a parametric zone Z is non-empty if there exists δ dompZq such that Zpδq $ ∅. Let Z be a non-empty parametric zone. As the mapping represented by Z is monotone, we define δ 2∅ pZq inftδ¥0 | Zpδq $ ∅u the minimal value of the parameter for the zone it denotes to be nonempty. As Z only involves non-strict linear inequalities, δ 2∅ pZq is a rational number and we have Zpδ 2∅ pZqq $ ∅ (provided that δ 2∅ pZq dompZq). Definition 3 (Parametric Semantics [Pur00,DDMR08]). Let A pL, 0 , X , Σ, T q be a TA. The parametric semantics of A consists in replacing each constraint g G nd pXq appearing in some transition of A by the parametric constraint obtained by enlarging it with the parameter ∆. Formally, each atomic constraint of the form x ¡ y¤k is replaced by the parametric constraint x ¡ y¤k ∆. Given δ Q ¥0 , the instantiation of all constraints of A in δ leads to a timed automaton that we denote by Apδq. The semantics used implies the following monotonicity property: δ ¤ δ I ñ ReachpApδqq ReachpApδ I qq. An example of timed automaton is shown in Figure 1 .
Symbolic computations using (parametric) zones
A symbolic state is a pair p , Zq L¢ZonespX q. Consider a transition t p , g, σ, r, I q T of a TA A. We define the operator Post t computing the symbolic successors over t starting from the zone Z, with Z ZonespX q, by Post
It is well known that Post t pZq is still a zone. We define similarly the operator Pre t for the set of predecessors by t. Given a sequence of transitions , we define the operators Post and Pre as the compositions of these operators for each transition of . We define the set of successors from a symbolic state by Succp , Zq tp I , Z I q L¢ZonespX q | ht p , g, σ, r, I q T s.t. Z I Post t pZqu.
In order to perform parametric computations, we will use parametric zones. Our parametric constraints are less expressive 3 than those considered in [AAB00]. In particular, we can perform the operations of intersection, time elapsing, clock reset, inclusion checking... and extend operators Post and Pre to a parametric setting. We denote these extensions by PPost and PPre .We also define the operator Succp , Zq, where Z PZonespX q, using the PPost operator.
3 The enlarged reachability set Reach
¦ pAq
Definition of Reach ¦ pAq. We are interested here in the quantitative problem of robustness for safety properties: given a set of states Bad to be avoided, compute the maximal value of δ for the system to be safe, i.e. the value δ max suptδ ¥ 0 | ReachpApδqq Bad ∅u (recall the monotonicity of ReachpApδqq w.r.t. δ). Note that the value δ max may be safe or not (see Examples in Appendix B.4).
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that computes a representation of the parametric reachability set of a flat timed automaton. It is then easy to derive the optimal value δ max . A standard forward parametric analysis does not terminate in general for timed automata. Such a phenomenon is due to cycles: it can be the case that a state p , vq is reachable for any δ ¡ 0, but the length of paths allowing to reach p , vq in Apδq diverges when δ converges to 0. Example 1. Consider the timed automaton represented on Figure 1 . State p 2 , vq with vpx 1 q 0 and vpx 2 q 2 is reachable in Apδq for any δ ¡ 0. Let denote by t 1 (resp. t 2 ) the transition from 1 to 2 (resp. from 2 to 1 ), and let t 1 t 2 . In Apδq , this state is reachable only after r 3 Note that in our setting, one can define a data structure more specific than parametric DBMs considered in [AAB00]. Indeed, we do not need to split DBMs as the constraints only involve conjunctions. Moreover, we can perform basic operations (future, reset, intersection with an atomic constraint) in quadratic time, as for DBMs, see [Jau09].
This difficulty has first been identified by Puri in [Pur00] when studying the qualitative robustness problem, and solved by computing the enlarged reachability set defined as Reach ¦ pAq def δQ¡0 ReachpApδqq. It is the set of states of the automaton reachable by an arbitrarily small value of the parameter. While [Pur00] proposed an algorithm based on the region graph, we use an algorithm proposed in [DK06] which relies on zones, as it is better suited for a parametric setting. The drawback of [DK06] is that it requires the timed automaton to be flat.
Algorithm 1 Computation of Reach ¦ pAq.
Require: a progressive flat timed automaton A with bounded clocks.
Ensure: the set Reach ¦ pAq. Our new algorithm is obtained as follows: piq at line 8, we test the intersection of Z with νY.Pre pY q instead of W , and piiq at line 9 and 10, instead of declaring W as reachable, we declare νY.Post pY q reachable. We state below that this modification is correct.
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Proof. We show that Algorithm 1 is equivalent to that of [DK06] . As W is included in both greatest fixpoints, the completeness of the algorithm is trivial. To prove the soundness, let us consider the region graph construction (see for instance [AD94]). We do not recall this standard construction as it will only be used in this proof. As there are finitely many regions, it is easy to verify that if a region is included in νY.Pre pY q, it has infinitely many successors by and then one of them is included in W . In other terms, the test of line 8 of intersection with νY.Pre pY q instead of W simply anticipates the acceleration of the cycle . Similarly, any region included in νY.Post pY q is the successor of a region included in W . Thus, our modification can be understood as a speed-up of the original algorithm of [DK06].
We also state the following Lemma whose proof follows from a similar reasoning: Lemma 1. Let be a cycle of a TA A. Then we have:
Parametric computation of ReachpApδqq
Representing constraints as a graph
In the sequel, we will use a representation of clock constraints as a weighted directed graph introduced in [CJ99a, CJ99b] . Due to lack of space, we recall here only succintly its definition. Intuitively, the value of a clock can be recovered from its date of reset and the current time. The vertices of the graph represent these values, with one duplicate for each fired transition. Constraints on clock values are expressed as weights on arcs.
More formally, we introduce a new variable τ representing the total elapsed time.
In addition, for each clock x i X we let variable X i denote X i τ ¡ x i . Note that for x i X , X i thus represents last date of reset of clock x i . For the special case of x 0 , we have X 0 τ (as x 0 always has value 0). We denote Ý Ñ V the vector defined as pτ, X 1 , . . . , X n q. For a transition t p , g, σ, r, I q, we define the formula T 
where g is the constraint g where for any i, clock x i is replaced by τ ¡ X i . Let t 1 . . . t m be a sequence of transitions. For j t0, . . . , mu, we denote by Ý Ñ For any path p, we write wppq the total weight of the path. Suppose now that there is no cycle of negative weight in graph G t . Let P beg (resp. P end ) denote the set of minimal weighted paths between vertices in V 0 (resp. in V | | ). We define the following mapping which interprets these shortest paths as clock constraints:
Let α 0. dp P beg , Cppq x l ¡ x i ¤ wppq if p starts in X α i and ends in X α l .
Mapping C is defined similarly on P end , using α | |. More generally, given a zone Z, we define the graph denoted G Z by adding the constraints of Z on the vertices in V 0 . Mapping C applied on paths in P beg then defines the zone Post pZq. Similarly, the zone Pre pZq can be represented by adding constraints of Z on vertices in V | | .
It is easy to verify that this construction extends to a parametric setting: considering parametric constraints on arcs, we obtain a graph representation of the parametric computation of symbolic successors or predecessors. Note that a path p in this context will have a weight of the form k b∆, where b N represents the number of atomic constraints of the TA used in p. In particular, while the value of a path depends on the value of ∆, its existence does not. by ¡2, represents the lower bound for the clock x 2 in t 2 which means: x 2 ¥ 2. Consider now the zone Z x 1 ¡ x 2 1 (it corresponds to the set of reachable valuations after firing transition 0 Ñ 1 ), then additional dotted arcs allow to represent G Z .
Given a zone defined as the result of the firing of a sequence of transitions, this representation allows to recover how the constraints are obtained. Thus, the graph stores the complete history of the constraints.
In the sequel, we use this construction in the particular case of the iteration of a cycle , given as a sequence of transitions of a TA. Let Z init be a zone. We consider two se- ). As the cycle will be clear from the context, we will omit to mention it in the subscript, and use notations G t k and G init k respectively. Moreover, we will only be interested in vertices at the frontier between the different copies of the graph of . Then, given a clock x i X and an index j ¤ k, vertex X j i now denotes the date of reset of clock x i after the j-th execution of (this notation is a shorthand for the notation X j¢| | i , as this last notation will never be used anymore). The weight of r is defined as wprq wpp 1 q wpp 2 q. The set of return paths is finite and is denoted R.
Accelerating computations of greatest fixpoints
Let be a cycle. In this subsection, we only consider the operator Post , but all our results also apply to the operator Pre . We consider the decreasing sequence pZ t k q k¥0 converging towards Z t V νY.Post pY q k¥0 Z t k . We prove the following lemma which provides a bound for termination only dependant on the number of clocks. Note that this result does not require the cycle to be progressive neither the clocks to be bounded.
Second, as Z t k 1 Z t k , we have wprq 0. By contradiction, if wprq ¡ 0 then c would not be a shortest path and if wprq 0 then c would also exist in G t k .
Finally, the existence of a return path r R such that wprq 0 implies that Z t V ∅ p νY.Post pY qq. When k grows, one can build new paths by repeating this return path. As its weight is negative, the weights of the paths we build diverge towards ¡V. In particular, the constraint of the zone Z t V on the clock difference x p ¡x q cannot be finite (as it is the limit of a sequence diverging towards ¡V), and thus we obtain We can now compute, in the parametric setting, the greatest fixpoint of PPost for every cycle of the automaton. We first evaluate the parametric zones Z PPost N ptq and Z I PPost pZq. Then, we determine the minimal value δ 0 mintδ ¥ 0 | Zpδq Z I pδqu. This definition is correct as Z I Z and there exists δ for which the greatest fixpoint is not empty. Finally the greatest fixpoint can be represented by Z |rδ0; Vr as Lemma 2 ensures that the fixpoint is empty for all δ δ 0 .
Parametric Forward analysis with acceleration
We present Algorithm 2 for the parametric computation of ReachpApδqq. It can be understood as an adaptation in a parametric setting of Algorithm 1. First, at line 1 we perform parametric computation of greatest fixpoints using the procedure proposed in Section 4.2. Second, the test of intersection between the current zone and the greatest fixpoint of Pre is realized in a parametric setting by the computation at line 8 of δ min δ 2∅ pZ νY.PPre pYqq. Finally, we split the domain of the current parametric zone into intervals I 1 and I 2 . In interval I 1 , no acceleration is done for cycles and thus the set ReachpApδqq is computed. Acceleration techniques are used only for interval I 2 , and for these values the algorithm computes the set Reach ¦ pApδqq. We prove below that in this case, the equality ReachpApδqq Reach ¦ pApδqq holds. Note that the test at line 9 allows to handle differently the particular case of value δ min which does not always require to apply acceleration.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 terminates and is correct.
In the sequel, we denote N |X| 2 and δ 2∅ δ 2∅ pνY.PPre pYqq δ 2∅ pνY.PPost pYqq (by Lemma 1). Before turning to the proof, we state the following Lemma whose proof
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Algorithm 2 Parametric Computation of the Reachability Set.
Ensure: the set ReachpApδqq for all δ R¥0. is given in Appendix B.2. Intuitively, it establishes that when all return paths have a positive weight, then either piq the starting zone has finitely many successors and then it converges to the empty set after at most N steps, or piiq it has infinitely many successors and then it converges towards νY.Post pY q. In this last case, the enlarged reachability set corresponds to the standard reachability set. Its proof relies on pumping techniques presented in Section 4.2. To illustrate property piiq, let consider the timed automaton of Figure 1 , for which the enlarged reachability set strictly contains the standard reachability set. One can verify that there exists a return path associated with t 1 t 2 which has weight 0.
Lemma 3. Let be such that for any return path r R, we have wprq ¡ 0. Then we have:
Unlike Lemma 2, we use the progess cycle assumption to prove this lemma (see the proof of Lemma 4 in Appendix B.1).
Recall that the TA we consider are flat. As a consequence, in the following proofs of termination and correctness, we will only consider a simple cycle .
Termination. Consider a parametric symbolic state p , Zq and a cycle starting in .
We have to prove that all the elements added to the Wait list have a finite number of successors. This is trivial for the successors of p , νY.PPost pYq |I2 q as νY.PPost pYq |I2 is by definition a fixpoint of PPost . We now focus on the successors of p , Z |I1 q and p , Z |I2 q. Note that we have δ min ¥ δ 2∅ .
-Case of p , Z |I2 q: We prove property p¦q PPost N pZ |I2 q νY.PPost pYq |I2 .
Then the computation is stopped by the test of line 6 as the greatest fixpoint has been added to the Passed list. To prove p¦q, we prove it holds for any δ I 2 . Fix some δ I 2 and define Z init Z |I2 pδq. We consider the two sequences pZ ¦ i q i¥0 w.r.t. cycle enlarged by δ. Note that as δ ¥ δ min ¥ δ 2∅ , we have νY.PPost pYqpδq $ ∅. By Lemma 2, this entails Z t N νY.PPost pYqpδq. By monotonicity of Post , Z init N Z t N holds. This yields the result.
-Case of p , Z |I1 q: We distinguish two cases whether δ min ¡ δ 2∅ or not. If δ min ¡ δ 2∅ : for any δ rδ 2∅ , δ min r, Lemma 3.piq can be applied on cycle enlarged by δ. This implies that for any δ rδ 2∅ , δ min r, we have PPost N pZ |I1 qpδq ∅. Then this property also holds for any δ I 1 , by monotonicity of Z and PPost . If δ min δ 2∅ : the complete proof of this last case is more technical and is completely described in Appendix B.3. We only present here a sketch of proof. First note that for any fixed value of δ δ min , as the zone does not intersect the greatest fixpoint of Pre , the zone has finitely many successors. However, this argument cannot be lifted to a parametric setting as this number diverges when δ converges towards δ min . By definition of δ 2∅ , some return paths, which we call optimal, have a weight equal to 0 in δ 2∅ (and are thus strictly negative on r0, δ 2∅ r). Our proof consists in first showing that there exists some integer k for which after k steps, all shortest paths go through optimal return paths. Then, considering q as the least common multiple of lengths of optimal return paths, we can prove the following inclusion PPost k q pZ |I1 q PPost k pZ |I1 q. The algorithm stops by test of line 6.
Correctness. As explained before, the algorithm is a standard forward analysis which may add some additional behaviours, according to test of line 8. We distinguish three cases:
1. For δ r0, δ min r : For these values, the algorithm simply performs a forward analysis. As a consequence, the correctness is trivial.
2. For δ sδ min , Vr: For all these values, the addition occurs, and then the algorithm is equivalent to Algorithm 1. By correction of Algorithm 1, this implies that it computes the set Reach ¦ pApδqq. We will prove that for all these values, we have the equality ReachpApδqq Reach ¦ pApδqq. Therefore we need to prove that what has been added to obtain Reach ¦ pApδqq was already in ReachpApδqq. Note that the only addition is the greatest fixpoint of Post . The property is then a direct consequence of Lemma 3.piiq as it states that the greatest fixpoint is reachable from the initial states. It is easy to verify that Lemma 3.piiq can indeed be applied.
3. For δ δ min : There are two cases, whether δ min δ 2∅ or not. If the equality holds, then δ min I 1 and the reasoning developed at point 1. also applies. If δ min ¡ δ 2∅ holds, then δ min I 2 and we can apply reasoning of point 2. as Lemma 3.piiq also applies because we have δ min ¡ δ 2∅ .
Quantitative safety
Once the reachable state space of the automaton is computed by Algorithm 2, it is easy to compute the maximal value of the parameter such that the system avoids some set of bad states. Simply compute the value δ 2∅ on each parametric zone associated with a bad location and keep the lower one: δ max mintδ 2∅ pZq | h Bad such that p , Zq
Passedu. We thus obtain:
Theorem 3. The quantitative robustness problem for safety properties is decidable for flat progressive timed automata with bounded clocks. In addition, the value δ max is a rational number.
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the quantitative robustness problem for safety properties, which aims at computing the largest value of the parameter ∆ under which the TA is safe. We proposed a symbolic forward algorithm for the computation of the parametric reachability set for flat timed automata. We proved its termination by means of original arguments using a representation of zones by graphs. As a consequence, it allows us to compute the largest safe value of the parameter, and prove it is a rational number.
There are several extensions we want to investigate. First, we are implementing the algorithm using a data structure specific to the parametric zones used in our setting. Second, we want to study the complexity of our algorithm. The difficulty is due to the argument of termination in the last case which leads to a large value and may be improved.
We also aim at enlarging the class of TA for which we can solve the quantitative robustness problem. For instance, if the parameter is not always introduced on guards with coefficient 1, but with other coefficients in N ¡0 , we believe that our algorithm can also be applied. A challenging topic concerns the hypothesis of flatness: we plan to investigate a parametric extension of the algorithm introduced in [Dim07] which can be seen as an extension of that of [DK06] to non-flat TA.
Finally, we believe that it should be possible to solve the quantitative robustness problem for flat TA for other specifications like for instance LTL properties.
A Algorithm of [DK06] for Reach
¦ pAq
We present the algorithm proposed in [DK06] for the computation of the set Reach ¦ pAq. 
B Complements on Section 4 B.1 Preliminaries
In the following proofs, we will need to consider the weighted directed graph associated with a sequence of transitions in a parametric setting. The weight of an arc is then a parametric constraint (only arcs representing transitions of the TA are enlarged with the parameter). Given a path p in such a graph and a value δ ¥ 0, we denote by w δ ppq the weight obtained when evaluating the parameter ∆ in the value δ. Given a return path r R, the length of r, defined as j ¡ i (with respect to Definition 5) , is denoted |r|.
There exists a standard data structure for representing zones which is called Difference Bound Matrix (DBM for short). We will not introduce its definition but assume the reader is familiar with it. Given a bound b "x ¡ y ¤ ¤" and a non-empty zone Z, we denote by Zrbs the value of the DBM in normal form associated with Z (which is either V or a relative number as all constraints are non-strict).
Finally, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4. Let be a progress cycle. We consider the sequences pZ init k q k¥0 and pZ t k q k¥0 . Let k ¡ N and b "x ¡ y ¤ ¤" be a bound. Then we have Z k , this implies that p goes through arcs encoding Z init . As is a progress cycle, we can substitute to these constraints another path p I in the graph G t k by going via clock τ .
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. We consider successively these two properties:
piq We prove the following property:
This concludes the proof as Z init only has a finite number of non empty successors by Post (because we assume Z init νY.Pre pY q ∅) and thus we must . Either p crosses less than N different copies of , and then p also exists in Z init N , yielding the result. Otherwise, as its length is larger than N , as it is done in the proof of Lemma 2, we can prove it contains some return path. We can iterate this reasoning until the resulting length is less or equal than N . Finally, we obtain a decomposition of it, exhibiting some return paths r i R and a shorter path p I crossing less than N copies of . By hypothesis, we have wpr i q ¡ 0 for any i. In particular, we obtain wppq °i wpr i q wpp I q ¥ wpp I q. Let denote by j ¤ N the number of copies of crossed by p I . Then we have As a consequence, these paths are "long", as they cross k copies of . We will prove that in this case the values of the coefficient converge towards Z t V rbs when k diverges. Define η mint wprq |r| | r Ru. It represents the minimal weight that is accumulated through one iteration of using a return path. By hypotheses, hal-00534896, version 1 -10 Nov 2010 all return paths have a strictly postive weight and thus we have η ¡ 0. Using a reasonning similar to that of point piq, we can prove the following inequality:
By Lemma 4, we have that Z t k rbs is finite. In addition, by Lemma 2 and as k ¡ N , we know that Z t k Z t N Z t V . As a consequence, property (2) does not hold for all k and thus for some finite value of k, we obtain Z init k rbs Z t k rbs. This can be proven for any bound b, yielding the result. Note that the smaller is η, the slower is the convergence. This is precisely the setting of Figure 2 .
B.3 Complements on Termination of Algorithm 2
We give some complements on the proof of termination of Algorithm 2. Indeed, we only sketched the proof for the following case:
Case of p , Z |I1 q, and δ min δ 2∅ : Recall that we consider an initial parametric zone Z and a cycle . By Lemma 2.piiq, we know that for any δ ¥ δ 2∅ , and any return path r R, we have w δ prq ¥ 0 (because the existence of a return path of negative weight implies that greatest fixpoints of Post and Pre are empty). We define the set of optimal return paths as follows: let R opt tr R | w δ 2∅ prq 0u. Then for any r RzR opt , we have w δ 2∅ prq ¡ 0. Intuitively, once a shortest path associated with a bound b goes through an optimal return path, the value of the bound b cannot diverge towards V. We will show that eventually, all shortest paths go through an optimal return path. Let δ 2 maxtδ ¥ 0 | hr RzR opt w δ prq 0u. As R is finite and as the parametric weight of a return path is an affine function, one obtains that δ 2 is rational. We now define δ 3 pδ 2 δ 2∅ q{2, which is thus also a rational number, and divide interval I 1 into I I 1 r0, δ 3 s and I P 1 sδ 3 , δ 2∅ r. As δ 3 δ 2∅ , we have Zpδ 3 q νY.PPre pYqpδ 3 q ∅. This implies that there exists an integer k such that PPost k pZqpδ 3 q ∅ (the value of k can be estimated for instance via the region graph construction applicated to the TA Apδ 3 q -this is possible because δ 3 is a rational number). By monotonicity of Z and PPost , we obtain the same property for any δ I I 1 . We now consider the interval I P 1 . First, there exists a postive rational number η ¡ 0 such that the following property holds:
dδ I P 1 , dr RzR opt , w δ prq |r| ¥ η Intuitively, this means that any non-optimal return path r will have weight at least η ¢ |r|. The existence of η follows from the definition of δ 2 and the fact that dδ optimal return path r R opt . Otherwise we would obtain that Z init i pδqrbs ¡ Z t i pδqrbs, which is a contradiction. Define now k I maxti b | bu tku, and let q be the least common multiple of the set t|r| | r R opt u. Then we obtain Z init k I q pδq Z init k I pδq for any δ I P 1 . This concludes this last case because, as k I ¥ k, we also have for any δ I I 1 , Z init k I q pδq ∅.
B.4 Examples for safety of Apδ max q
We present here some additional examples to illustrate the fact that the TA Apδ max q may be safe or not. These examples are slight variations of the TA depicted on Figure 1 .
On Figures 4 and 5, in dark blue (resp. dark red) is depicted the reachable set ReachpAp0qq in location 1 (resp. 2 ). Light colors represent the sets Reach ¦ pAp0qq.
Note that for the TA of Figure 4 , as δ min δ 2∅ , we have that 0 I 1 (in Algorithm 2).
We thus obtain that 0 is a safe value for ∆. On Figure 6 , in dark blue (resp. dark red) is depicted the reachable set ReachpAp 1 2in location 1 (resp. 2 ). Light colors represent the sets Reach ¦ pAp 1 2 qq. As in Figure 4 , we obtain δ min δ 2∅ and thus δ min I 1 . Note that here we have δ 2∅ ¡ 0.
On Figure 7 , in light blue (resp. light red) is depicted the reachable set ReachpAp 
